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Fancy Crochet Stitch Designs for Baby Blankets 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Single Crochet – Moss Stitch 
Chain multiples of 2 plus 2 

Row 1: 2 SC in the 4th CH, *skip 1 sp, 2 SC in next sp*, repeat. End row with 2 SC, CH 2, turn. 

Row 2 and all other rows: 2 SC in 2nd SC SP of row below. *Skip 1 SC SP, 2 SC in next SC SP*, repeat. 
End row with 2 SC in last ST, CH 2, turn. 

 

 

Daisy Chain – Cluster Stitch 
Chain multiples of 2 plus 5 (89) yields 42 daisies across row 

Row 1: Insert hook in 2nd CH from hook, YO and pull up a loop in next CH space. Skip 1 CH SP, 
(makes first corner) YO and pull up a loop in next 2 CH spaces. (5 loops on hook). YO and pull 
through all 5 loops on hook, CH 1 to form eye. *Insert hook in the eye, YO and pull up a loop, insert 
hook at same ST where previous daisy stitch ended, YO and pull up a loop, YO and pull up a loop in 
next 2 spaces (5 loops on hook), YO and pull through and pull through all 5 loops on hook, CH 1 to 
form eye*. Repeat across row to last CH, HDC in last CH, CH 1, turn. 

Row 2: Work 2 HDC in each daisy eye across row, HDC in top of beginning CH 2, CH 3, turn. 

Row 3: Work beg daisy in 2nd CH from hook, next CH SP, then 2 spaces of row below, YO and pull 
through 5 loops, CH 1 to form eye, continue as in row 1 * to *, HDC in top of CH 3 SP, CH 1, turn. 

Work rows 2 and 3 for desired length. If entire blanket is made in daisy stitch, it will need to be 
blocked to become square as the stitch distorts the shape of the blanket. 

Yarn:  
3 ply yarn/sport weight (soft baby 
yarn, pastel baby colors) 
 
Needle/Hook:   
 Size H Hook, Darning needle 
 
Measurements/finished size:  
 20” square 


